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LANDSCAPE TYPES

Primary Coalition
City of Bridgeport
Bridgeport Housing Authority
Greater Bridgeport Regional Council
Bridgeport Neighborhood Trust
The Nature Conservancy
Bridgeport Regional Business Council

CONSTRAINED LAND, FEW TAXES

Regional Supporters
American Planning Association
City of New Haven
City of Stamford
City of Norwalk
Sierra Club (Fairﬁeld County Group)
Trust for Public Land
Yale Urban Design Workshop

Local Coalition
BGreen 2020 Committees
GBRC CTAC
Bridgeport School Board
Bridgeport Housing Authority
Seaside Village Board of Directors
Marina Village Tenants Association
Mercy Learning
UConn Landscape Design
University of Bridgeport
Aquaculture School
Groundwork Bridgeport
Freeman Center
Save the Sound
B:Hive
JHM Consulting
Poko Partners
O&G
PSEG
Wheelabrator
Santa Energy

Pequonnock

Bridgeport has 12.9 mi2 of Parcel Area
3 mi2 are Property Tax Exempt
2.6 mi2 are in a Flood Zone

PHASE ONE PROJECTS

East Side

State, Federal &
International Supporters
CT DEEP & CT Dept of Labor
DECD
ConnDOT
EMHS
NOAA
EDA
City of Amsterdam
Royal Netherlands Embassy

East End

Design Team
Waggonner and Ball
unabridged Architecture
Gulf Coast Community Design Studio
Yale University
ARCADIS

Downtown

Design Affiliates
Carl Pucci
Kathy Dorgan
Robbert DeKoning
Derek Hoeferlin
Don Watson

West Side

South End
Black Rock
Harbor

RESILIENT BRIDGEPORT
CLAIM THE EDGE, CONNECT THE CENTER
Thinking in time, working with
space, we conceive combinations
of natural and fortiﬁed solutions
to facilitate more resilient forms of
inhabitation in the places most at
risk from sea level rise and severe
storms.

Living and working in Bridgeport and along the Connecticut coastline and waterways
can be done in ways that restore the environment, strengthen connectivity, enhance
the urban and regional economy, reduce long term risk, restore the primacy of the
city’s coast and waterways, and stimulate downtown to make it central to the city’s
identity. To this end we have pursued innovation as a means to a goal, incrementalism,
understanding that solving an identiﬁed problem will catalyze something else, and
integration, so that all works together for the vitality and resilience of Bridgeport.
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WATER CITY
WORK AND PLAY

Once known as the Arsenal of Democracy
with materials brought in from the Sound,
infrastructure developed along the
waterways. Progressively activities abated,
the city lost its connection to the rivers,
turned its back on its prime asset and
reason to be, the water system.
Despite the Sound and a
plethora of rivers and creeks,
including the Pequonnock,
Yellow Mill and Rooster
Rivers and Cedar, Burr,
Island Brook and Johnson
Creeks, water is too often
out of sight, out of mind.
Now, after storms and ﬂoods
it may be counter intuitive
to pivot towards the water.
Nonetheless, there is nothing
more important to health
and resilience in physical,
economic and ecological
senses, of the place and
people.
To take value from the water,
it is neccessary to restore
the connection to it. If the
inventory of the possible

is what describes a city, it
is essential that Resilient
Bridgeport increase the
possible and become a city
that embraces the water,
peeling open the creeks and
rivers, connecting its water
rich, Olmstead parks at
either end of the watershed,
and embracing the ﬂow as a
true water city.

D3
Congress Street Bridge and Green
“Because of the closing of the bridge, the whole East Side of Bridgeport has gone down the drain.”
-Millie Maldanado, President, Bridgeport Spanish Merchants Association
New York Times, May 19, 2002

DOWNTOWN
BRIDGE AND PORT
Cars, trucks and trains pass through Downtown, the locus of Bridgeport’s health
and resilience. The ferry connects at the Port across the Sound to Long Island.
Yet too few people stop and walk, shop or eat here. In an era of globalization and
regionalism, given the centrality of Manhattan and the proximity of Bridgeport,
development is nearly inevitable. Protection and connection are provided by a
Waterside Promenade that coordinates and aligns with train platforms in current or
shifted locations. Long term Northeast Corridor highway and rail system relocations
need further study, though beneﬁts to Downtown are evident. An Urban Design
Center, operating in conjunction with universities will focus on smart adaptation
strategies. Foremost is to give Bridgeport back its bridge, and rebuild Congress
Street Bridge. This vital investment will regenerate commerce, the lifeblood of
resiliency, by restoring the lost connection from the East Side and Washington
Square to Downtown, marked by a new Congress Green at the foot of Middle Street.

D1 + 2

D4

Downtown Loop and Floodwall

Downtown Design Center and
Community Development

Lower Floodwall Connecting from the Railroad to South End at Singer Street, Upper
Floodwall North of Railroad to Congress Street Bridge

ABUNDANCE
AT THE WATER’S EDGE

Digging for mussels in Ash Creek, casting
for crabs in Bridgeport Harbor, and eating
freshly-fried local oysters at Bridgeport
Lobster and Shellﬁsh.
Even in its current degraded
state, the Pequonnock River
and the creeks, marshes,
islands, and beaches that
form Bridgeport’s coastline
are sources of sustenance
and joy for many of the
city’s residents. Protecting
and revitalizing these
critical coastal habitats is
fundamental to Resilient
Bridgeport.

PEQUONNOCK RIVER
CLAIM THE EDGE, PARK TO PARK
Rarely is a river so ripe for reclamation as the Pequonnock.
Connecting water and park systems from Olmstead’s
freshwater Beardsley Park to brackish Seaside Park allows a
string of improvements that nurture resilience. Conditions
and locations needed for aquaculture are prioritized as room
is given back to the ﬂood plain. The network of East Side
Green Streets mitigates runoff and pollution, demonstrating
watershed beneﬁts at neighborhood scale. Repetitive loss
properties near the intersection of the river with US 1, where
a marginal shopping center is built on top of the conﬂuence
East Side Green Streets
with Island Brook, are targeted for reorganization, to allow
East Main, Arctic, and Barnum Streets with other
daylighting the water system, commercial revitalization,
auxiliary streets to follow
upscaling and reorientation of development to the water, and
creation of a new upland entry for Bridgeport.
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LEGEND

P2

1893 Map
1893 USGS

Vacant Land
FEMA Flood Zone
Repetitive Loss
CSO Outfall
17’ Flood Elevation
23’ Flood Elevation
Frequently Flooded
Streets

Assessed Values

With Bridgeport’s Regional
Aquaculture Science &
Technology Education
Center and businesses such
as Bridgeport Lobster and
Shellﬁsh as the basis for
making the ﬂora and fauna
of Bridgeport’s waters and
the Long Island Sound
once again a centerpiece
of regional culture and
economy.

Lower Pequonnock Design and Implementation Plan
Design and Implementation Plan from Beardsley Park to River Street, Regional Watershed
Planning Documentation, Aquaculture and Fin-ﬁsh Economic Development and Industrial
Redevelopment Study

Wet edges are rich

GROWTH

WATERSHED

NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Pequonnock River and Inland
Waterways
The Pequonnock River Watershed
is an ideal area for integrative and
comprehensive long term water-based
planning for redevelopment that builds
on coastal adaptation with resiliency
imperatives and funding opportunities.
Through targeted restructuring
and rezoning of land uses within
the watershed, by opening up and
reclaiming the Pequonnock River, as
well as other covered and impaired
inland streams, risks will be reduced,
development value increased,
ecological functions improved, and
Bridgeport revitalized.

Economic survival has been identiﬁed
as the key issue in the Bridgeport. Like
other similar sized, post-industrial
cities, it faces multiple obstacles to
revitalization with low employment, a
stagnated housing market and many
unoccupied or foreclosed properties.
Only about 50% of its constricted
16 square miles of land contribute
property tax. The goal is a staged
revitalization for Bridgeport and its
communities, its economy and its
ecology, through increased connection
and exchange.

PROTOTYPE FOR COASTAL CITIES
Learning from and working with nature is key to future safety
and prosperity for neighborhoods and cities up and down coastal
Connecticut.

Daylight Rivers

Upslope Green
Streets

Multimodal
Transit Station
Pequonnock River

Residential / Retail

New Energy : Eco - Tech Park

University of
Bridgeport

Downtown

UPLANDS

RIPARIAN CORRIDORS

COASTAL FLATS

South End

ENGAGEMENT
SHARING STORIES

Riding bikes with teens along the Pequonnock
Children drawing sections to study the river
Remembering the busy waterfront of one’s youth
Hearing Mayor of Amsterdam at Bijou Square
Working side by side in storefront on Lafayette Circle
Developing local solutions that solve problems about
which people already care

S1 + 2
Multifunctional and Integrated Protective Alignment and Living
Shoreline: Constructed Breakwaters with Wetland
Multifunctional Berm, Feasibility Study for Onshore CSO Park, Elevated Singer Street

SOUTH END
PROTECTING THE COMMUNITY
Beginning at the back of Olmsted’s Seaside Park, protecting the neighborhood
with its historic buildings and developments including the University of
Bridgeport, a multipurpose berm continues west through the park and north
towards Downtown. This new landscape asset, combined with onshore treatment
park and offshore living shoreline, adds value and creates opportunities in
spatial as well as risk reduction terms. Resilience is embedded at the center of
community here.

S3
Neighborhood Transformation Grant with Resilience Education and
Community Center

CITY AT RISK
STORMS ON THE HORIZON

B1
2014/2050

Elevated Infrastructure Corridor

Phase 1 + 2
“Do I get a royalty if
you keep showing my
house?”
South End Resident

B2
Offshore Outfall Park with Study for Onshore
Mitigation and Neighborhood Transformation
Offshore Outfall Park: Water Filtration Reef and Wetland

BLACK ROCK HARBOR
POWERING THE CITY
Setting the next standard, technical innovations to protect the new
generation Eco-Industrial Park are proposed and planned, including
a later phase Bridge with Integral Barrier. The Elevated Infrastructure
Corridor network is a key public investment with large storm water and
utility distribution beneﬁts, the ﬁrst step in a series of needed public
and private adaptations. These include phased improvements for the
housing development up the corridor above the Offshore Treatment
Park, for Black Rock, the battery that powers Downtown.

The top ﬁve hazards
described in the Greater
Bridgeport Regional
Council Natural Hazards
Mitigation Plan are all
water-related

“What happened to
my city?”
Mayor Bill Finch

B3
Manufacturing Innovation
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Seaside Park Arch after
Superstorm Sandy

CENTERS

INTEGRATED LINES

Resilience, Education and Design

Protective infrastructure links
communities

Centers are the points of intersection
in a network where systems join
together. In Resilient Bridgeport,
resilience education and design
centers are located where multiple
beneﬁts are found, affecting safety,
ecology, social conditions, and
economy. Each of these projects is
speciﬁc to the local conditions of
landscape and neighborhood, but
together they establish prototypes for
the Connecticut coastline, extending
the strength of these project concepts
to neighboring communities such as
Stamford and Norwalk, New Haven
and New London.

Natural and fortiﬁed solutions combine
to create a stronger edge in the
places most at risk of storm. Through
multiple layers, the community
ﬁnds safety, retains insurability, and
thus gains opportunity. These living
lines of defense extend and prolong
habitation along waterfront edges.
They are integral with the topography,
bathymetry, and geology of the coastal
zone, and are capable of adapting
to changing situations. Deployed in
combination they adapt well to spatial
constraints.

New London
New Haven

Bridgeport

Stamford

Seaside Park

Living Shoreline
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